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                        	FASiLITOR


                            100% BIOAVAILABLE MONOSILICIC ACID


                            
                            
                            	Fasilitor is a fast acting silica supplement that’s available for immediate uptake by the plant. Fasilitor is beneficial for every cultivar and should be used through the entire veg and flower phase for both indoor and outdoor plants. It increases the uptake of all other nutrients leading to an improvement in yield and quality while also strengthening cell walls and protecting the plant against pests and pathogens. Fasilitor also increases vascular pressure which reduces transpiration resulting in an increased resistance to heat and cold stress.

                            

                            Application Root drench and foliar spray

                            Find a Approved Retailer 
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                        	STARTBOOST


                            RHIZO AGENT AND NITROGEN BOOSTER 


                            
                            
                            	Startboost is an organic root and growth booster that contains 6.1% nitrogen, organic carbon, leonardite humic and L-amino acids. Startboost should be used as a growth booster and root stimulator through the entire vegetative cycle and into the first week of flower. Startboost is a highly concentrated, all-in-one nitrogen booster, root stimulator, microbial inoculant and rooting agent.

 

                            

                            Application Application Root drench and or foliar

                            Find a Approved Retailer 
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                        	ECOZEN


                            ENZYME & SUGAR FLUSHING ADDITIVE


                            
                            
                            	Ecozen is an all natural enzyme booster and micro-life stimulator that breaks down excess salt by conditioning the roots and growing media. The enzymes in Ecozen work to break down dead roots and salt buildup while the simple sugars feed and stimulate micro-life populations. Also known as the “Mr Fix it”, Ecozen is the number one go-to product for hydroponic stores when a grower reports having “lock-out” or abnormal deficiencies/toxicities. Many issues are caused by overfeeding and the best way to reverse a toxicity or “nutrient lock-out” is to feed for 2-3 days with just ecozen and water @ 0.5ml per litre. Ecozen can be used 1-2 days per week as a maintenance flush or daily with every feed.

 

                            

                            Application Application Root drench

                            Find a Approved Retailer 
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                        	MASSBOOST


                            BUD BOOSTER & ORGANO-MINERAL CALMAG


                            
                            
                            	Massboost is an organo-mineral booster that contains high amounts of calcium, magnesium, nitrogen, sulphur and L-amino acids. Unlike any other Calcium/Magnesium booster on the market, Massboost is simply the best calmag for growers mixing fresh feed daily, or growers running short reservoirs. The organic part of the formula isn’t ideal for long reservoirs as it starts to build a biofilm after 48-72 hours, but for the growers that use Massboost, they know that it’s a special product. Massboost is also used by experienced cultivators at higher strengths in weeks 3 and 5 of bloom to increase flower mass.

                            

                            Application Root drench and foliar spray

                            Find a Approved Retailer 
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                        	MINERAL-CALMAG


                            ULTRA CLEAN pH STABILISING MINERAL BASED CALMAG


                            
                            
                            	Formulated, produced and bottled in Holland (like all of our products), MINERAL-CALMAG is the cleanest, most concentrated Calcium/Magnesium supplement on the market. MINERAL-CALMAG has become the calmag of choice for small and large cultivators looking for a clean, high performing mineral based calcium and magnesium supplement. The high concentration, low nitrogen and pH stabilising properties of MINERAL-CALMAG ticks all the boxes for serious growers.
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                            Find a Approved Retailer 
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                        	BLOOMBOOST


                            QUALITY AND FLAVOUR ENHANCER


                            
                            
                            	Bloomboost is a fully organic bio-stimulant that optimises a plants’ genetic expression enhancing the production of trichomes, terpenes, flavonoids and oils which further improves the quality, flavour and shelf life of your finished product. Bloomboost should be used on all fruiting and flowering plants from week 1 or 2 of flower until harvest.

                            

                            Application root drench and foliar spray

                            Find a Approved Retailer 
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                        	PEAKBOOST


                            FLOWER SITE INITIATOR & PHOSPHORUS BOOSTER


                            
                            
                            	Peakboost is an organo-mineral phosphorus booster that contains zero potassium. Peakboost is an ultra-concentrated, fast acting flower site initiator designed for use in early to mid flower. Great for shooting and setting flowers, Peakboost gives you total control by allowing you to moderate the amount of phosphorus, following with Finaleboost (our Potassium only booster) to mature and finish flowers. Separating our P&K into two products (Peakboost & Finaleboost) gives you total control and allows the grower to finish faster with more resin and a higher oil production.
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                            Find a Approved Retailer 
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                        	FINALEBOOST


                            DENSIFIER & FINISHING AGENT


                            
                            
                            	Finaleboost is a Potassium booster designed for customisable feed schedules. Finaleboost is a spectacular densifier and finisher that’s used by many growers to increase overall size, weight and quality. Finaleboost also contains zero Phosphorus and can be used as a standalone Potassium additive. A lot of growers that don’t run APTUS still use finaleboost for the last 3-5 weeks of flower to gain weight and quality. Separating our P&K into two products (Peakboost & Finaleboost) gives you total control and allows the grower to finish faster with more resin and a higher oil production.

                            

                            Application root drench

                            Find a Approved Retailer 
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                        	BASE


                            ONE PART DUAL-STAGE MINERAL NPK BASE NUTRIENT


                            
                            
                            	Base is a 1 part base nutrient for veg and flower (that contains zero calcium). It’s precise, clean and concentrated. BASE contains no ballast salts or chlorides which allows for a much cleaner and more responsive base nutrient.

Note: The recommended EC of BASE is much lower than most npk formulas. Consult feeding programs. Base contains zero calcium and MUST be used with either Mineral-Calmag or Massboost.
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                            Find a Approved Retailer 
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                        	SYSTEM-CLEAN


                            PLANT SAFE IRRIGATION LINE CLEANER


                            
                            
                            	System-Clean is a stabilised hydrogen peroxide that increases the amount of dissolved oxygen in the feed water, which increases growth and soil/substrate health while cleaning irrigation lines, drippers and sprayers (when used at the recommended dose of 0.25ml per 1L). System-Clean is an excellent plant safe additive that eliminates salt build up and is highly recommended for growers running long reservoirs or irrigation/fertigation systems.
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                        	BREAKOUT-POWDER


                            POWDERED PHOSPHORUS AND POTASSIUM BOOSTER 


                            
                            
                            	Breakout-Powder is a PK powder used to boost the size and weight of flowers and fruits. Breakout-Powder mixes in cold water and outperforms every other competing PK brand.

For growers going for additional quantity without losing quality, using Breakout-Powder for the first 3 days of week 5 @ 50g per 100L is the best advice. After the 3 days of breakout powder finish with Finaleboost.

For growers using our CLEAN Program, follow the directions on the schedule.
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                            Find a Approved Retailer 
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                        	BASEBOOST


                            TIME RELEASE ORGANIC FERTILISER PELLET


                            
                            
                            	Baseboost is a 100% organic, slow-release fertiliser pellet that contains every macro and micro nutrient needed to grow healthy, vigorous plants. Baseboost is a complete standalone fertiliser that can be added to soil, terra, peat or pure coco without the need for additional amendments or additives. The recommended dosage of Baseboost will support a high demand cultivar for 10-12 weeks in high UV conditions. Experienced BASEBOOST growers will feed with some or all of the APTUS boosters for improved quality and yield. Baseboost is also a great product for beginners as it greatly simplifies the experience needed to start and finish a crop.

                            

                            Application Mix in before planting or top-dress.

                            Find a Approved Retailer 
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